Gene targeting via triple-helix formation.
A report on a recent workshop entitled "Gene-Targeted Drugs: Function and Delivery" conveys a justified optimism for the eventual feasibility and therapeutic benefit of gene-targeting strategies. Although multiple approaches are being explored, this chapter focuses primarily on the uses of triplex-forming oligonucleotides (TFOs). TFOs are molecules that bind in the major groove of duplex DNA and by so doing can produce triplex structures. They bind to the purine-rich strand of the duplex through Hoogsteen or reverse Hoogsteen hydrogen bonding. They exist in two sequence motifs, either pyrimidine or purine. Improvements in delivery of these TFOs are reducing the quantities required for an effective intracellular concentration. New TFO chemistries are increasing the half-life of these oligos and expanding the range of sequences that can be targeted. Alone or conjugated to active molecules, TFOs have proven to be versatile agents both in vitro and in vivo. Foremost, TFOs have been employed in antigene strategies as an alternative to antisense technology. Conversely, they are also being investigated as possible upregulators of transcription. TFOs have also been shown to produce mutagenic events, even in the absence of tethered mutagens. TFOs can increase rates of recombination between homologous sequences in close proximity. Directed sequence changes leading to gene correction have been achieved through the use of TFOs. Because it is theorized that these modifications are due to the instigation of DNA repair mechanisms, an important area of TFO research is the study of triple-helix recognition and repair.